CREDICO FEARED STONE
WOULD GO TO PRISON;
CORSI’S LAWYER FEARS
HE WOULD NOT
As you heard, last night Donald Trump commuted
the sentence of his rat-fucker.
There’s a lot to say about whether Trump will
succeed in his effort to thwart the
investigation into himself. I guess I know how
I’ll be spending the remaining 12 days of my
quarantine: considering just that question.
I’d like to start by pointing to a curious
dynamic: Randy Credico, who played a key public
role in Stone’s trial and who destroyed the
cover story Stone had started crafting as early
as 2016, feared that Stone would go to prison
and Stone’s thuggish racist buddies would harass
him or worse in retaliation.
Minutes before the actual commutation, by
contrast, the “lawyer” for Jerome Corsi, Larry
Klayman, wrote a post arguing that Trump
shouldn’t pardon Stone, in part because Stone is
so guilty…
Roger Stone, contrary to the spin that
is peddled by his surrogates at Fox News
and elsewhere, was justly convicted of
seven felony counts of perjury, witness
tampering and obstruction of justice. I
know because I sat in the courtroom
listening and observing during his twoweek trial, while the pundits seeking to
gain political favor with the president
by supporting his supposed friend Stone
did not. Regardless of whether the
judge, Amy Berman Jackson, or the jury
foreperson, was biased against Stone,
the hard fact of life is that Stone’s
lawyers, who could have themselves been
indicted for providing false information
to Congress on their client’s behalf,

did not present one witness, repeat, one
witness, including Stone himself, in
defense of the prosecutors’ case in
chief.
Though Stone sat at counsel’s table
frequently smirking and smiling during
the trial, the bottom line is that
regardless of any bias, the nowconvicted felon had no defense. This in
a nutshell is why he does not want a new
trial, even in another forum outside of
Washington, D.C., because he was
convicted by his own words and deeds.

… And in part because Stone came after Credico
and Klayman.
While you have done many good things in
office, you need independent voters in
Florida, Michigan, Pennsylvania,
Wisconsin, Ohio and other so-called
swing states to win reelection, so don’t
blow it with a pardon for Roger Stone.
He is not worth it! Believe me, I know.
And, if you want to see why, just pick
up a copy of my autobiography, “Whores:
Why and How I Came to Fight the
Establishment!” which chronicles my
personal experience with this selfstyled Mafia admirer and dirty
trickster.
Or go on the Pacer court internet system
and find the defamation complaints in
Florida and elsewhere that I have been
forced to file against him for my brave
client Dr. Corsi and me, whom Stone
smeared with disgusting slander and
libel because he feared that Corsi would
testify against him in his criminal
trial – something Jerry never wanted to
do.

Admittedly, Klayman is selling a book. Maybe
that’s all there is to this.

But, as I laid out here, the real dispute
between Corsi and Stone has to do with whether
Corsi told the truth when he told Mueller’s
prosecutors and the grand jury that an August
31, 2016 report he wrote on John Podesta was
done to provide Stone a cover story for his
“time in a barrel” tweet about Podesta.
Corsi himself told a lot of lies to prosecutors.
But he’s willing to confront Stone — and Trump —
to insist that that testimony was true.
Randy Credico, who has no fucking clue what
Roger Stone did, but who played a significant
part in getting him convicted, feared that Roger
Stone would go to prison. But Corsi’s team, who
has a much better sense what Stone did yet
played little part in getting Stone convicted,
feared Stone would not go to prison.

